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Hydro dipping tumbler tutorial

Hydraulic immersion tumblers is a fun and easy way to decorate tumblers. Learn how to make one of the only tumblers painted now! So we're back to a DIY tumbler tutorial! I haven't posted one in some time and since I missed my favorite peacock tumbler, I really needed to make a new one. This is a little different from the glitter tumblers
I normally make. Today we will be hydraulic diving tumblers! My son has seen hydro dipping DIY on YouTube lately and has continued begging to dive into some of his toys. We finally got to that and loved how they came out and how easy it was. Everyone knows I love my brilliance, so I had to add a little sparkle to it in the epoxy step, but
that's totally optional! I have a video of the hydraulic immersion part, so be sure to check this at the top or side (the video moves depending on which device you're reading this from!) What is Hydro Dipping? Hydraulic immersion (water) is the process of transferring images to a 3D surface with water. It is used in a variety of fields with all
different types of printed graphics. But it all involves the similar steps of dipping or dipping the surface into the water. My son's water-dove toy. There are different kits and things you can get, but we'll be hydro dipping DIY style... with spray paint and water! Materials Required for Disclosure Of Hydraulic Diving Tumblers: This post contains
links from Shareasale affiliates and Amazon.com. I get a small commission at no cost to you when you make a purchase using my links (purple text). As an Amazon Member, I earn from qualifying purchases. How to Hydro Dip a Tumbler Make sure you grab all the stickers and wrap off the tumbler and clean it well. You can use soap and
water or rub alcohol and a paper towel. For hydro immersion to work, there must be a base layer or primer on the surface for the other ink to stop. So we need to paint the tumbler, just as I showed in my other tutorials. I like to take off the top of my tumblers so my mouth doesn't touch the resin and so there's less likely to break epoxy if it's
knocked down. Use electric tape or blue painter tape to engrave the entire top of the tumbler. (Recording video here) Place it upside down in a well-ventilated area. I like to use a turntable and a spray tent. I turn mine while I'm spraying paint and paint around the sides three to four times. If you need additional help with this step, be sure to
watch my spray by painting a tumbler video here. This is just a base coat so you don't have to be perfect! Once dry (a few hours), it's time for hydro-diving! You will want to cover the cover and inside so that the painted water does not enter. I put my lid on a Ziploc and stuck it back in the tumbler. (leave the above) Fill a bucket with water to
about 3/4 full. Make sure all your ink is shaken and the lids are off. I would recommend only using 3-4 colors. The paints tend to dry fast in the water too, so you want to make You have your tumbler close by and ready and don't take long to spray the paint. I was doing it in 95F time which made it dry even faster! Now you will spray the ink
alternating colors. It's a kind of ink blast (about 1-2 seconds) about 8 inches above the water. I started with the dark pink and then I made some light pink. So I stomped the teal. Always spraying the paint in the middle of the bucket so that it pushes the other paint outwards. Keep alternating colors. I did about 3 explosions of each color.
You can use a stick to gently rotate the paint together, but try not to move it. Hold on to the tumbler of the wrapped lid and insert it slowly at an angle and rotate it slowly for a more rotating effect. Make sure you wear gloves! Keep pushing it down through the water slowly until it is fully immersed. You will notice all the ink pulling toward the
tumbler as it goes down! When underwater try to break the remaining paint and pull it sideways so that it does not stick to the tumbler on the way back up. Then pull the tumbler out of the water. Try not to touch the bottom like I did! My gloves took off some paint so you can see some of the white. Try shaking off the extra water. If you have
an air hose, you can blow off the extra water, but I didn't have one. I have some pieces of paint in mine, I think because it was so hot and the paint dried up fast. I accidentally wiped it with my finger that caused a small stain, but again with the marmoreio effect, you can't really tell. Try to blur it if you get one. Now the marble tumbler needs
to dry. I turned him upside down and let him sit down. I would recommend taking off the lid before letting it dry. I left mine and some accumulated paint inside the glass, but it was easy to scrape with my nails. After drying to touch about 30-60 minutes or so remove the tape on top. This is where I wiped the piece of paint with my finger.
Then leave it totally dry overnight. That's all for the hydraulic immersion tumblers part. So cool, right? Seal a marble painted tumbler once the mug is completely dry, it's time to seal it. I prefer to use epoxy resin for my top coats because they come out so shiny and soft. In addition, it is FDA compliant. I have a complete and detailed tutorial
on how to apply epoxy with a manual turner manual, so be sure to check this out since this post was mostly about how to hydro dip. I also have a full video of epoxying a tumbler here. Cover the tumbler again about 1-2mm above the ink line and wrap it all the way so that it overlaps by an inch or two. Make sure that you are in a well
ventilated area or outside when adding epoxy resin. I wanted some shine for the hydro tumbler so I added 4 different colors of glitter to the epoxy mixture. I mixed 15 ml of each solution for about two minutes and then added about 1/2t. of every glow and mixed that in. I use my handmade cup turner with a dollar tree football at the end of it.
I put the tumbler there, turn it on, and start pouring the epoxy. So I used my gloved fingers to smooth it up and down the tumbler and for this I put some in the background as well. All this is in the video at the top or side, so make sure you watch the second half. So I let it spin. After 30-40 minutes I remove the tape. Don't forget this step! I
have and the tape will cause all sorts of problems if you try to remove it when it is dry. Set a timer! Try removing the tape straight or angle it a little toward the paint. If you remove it while you are pulling to the top of the tumbler some of the resins can pull with it and create an uneven line. Depending on the temperature, I let my spin for
another 3-4 hours. It will dry faster when hotter and slower if you live in a place with humidity or if it is cold. After you finish turning, leave it totally dry, usually overnight. Adding a Decal since I added glitter to my resin, sometimes I end up with some bumps. If you don't have any, you can skip this step. I use a wet sandpaper (from walmart
automotive area) and with the wet tumbler and wet sandpaper, I gently trash the tumbler up and down. So I washed the tumbler and wiped the outside with rubbing alcohol and a paper towel. I designed my name using the Magnolia Sky font in Cricut Design Space and cut it from permanent vinyl with my Cricut Explore Air 2. I took out the
extra vinyl and used transfer tape to apply it. Be sure to check out my post on how to apply vinyl to a tumbler so it's always straight if you need additional help with these steps. We're getting there! Now we need to seal the vinyl in the tumbler. I let the vinyl sit on the tumbler for a few hours to heal a bit so that the epoxy doesn't leak
underneath it (which can do if you add the epoxy immediately). Then go through all the same steps to add another layer of clear epoxy resin. This time dull so it is nice and smooth. Tape from above on the same line as before. Mix the epoxy and add it to the tumbler. Let it rotate for 3-4 hours, but remember to remove the tape after 30-40
minutes. Once done spin, let it dry overnight and finally it's done! Enjoy your new dipped hydro tumbler! I know I am! It's so beautiful! I love that I've been able to make the marble effect with my favorite colors and also add a little sparkle to it with a little sparkle. If you want to save this tutorial for later or share you can PIN It now! If you are
on a desktop hover over the upper left corner of the image below and if you are on a phone just tap the picture and a PIN It button will appear to click! Thank you so much for passing by and having a creative day! *CLICK TITLE UP TO SEE THE ENTIRE POST Hydro-Dipped and Glittered Epoxied Tumblers are easier than they seem!
This Technique is Versatile Uber. The super cool part about hydro-dipping is that you can use this technique on so many things. Not just tumblers! Tumblers! Can dip sneakers, hats, lamps, toys, etc. Literally this technique works on MUITOs items – think of glass pieces, plastic, wooden spoon handles, wooden shapes, skateboards,
acrylic pieces, pencils, most metals, etc. Just don't let the paint get on surfaces that actually touch food or drinks. Hydro-Dipping Tutorial This post contains some affiliate links for your convenience (which means that if you make a purchase after clicking on a link I will earn a small commission but it won't cost a penny more)! Read my full
disclosure policy here: What you need for a basic dive: I usually use Amazon tumblers, but you can practice on Dollar Tree items!!! Electric tape Rubbing alcohol spray paint – I would limit most dips to 4 colors not counting the primer coat. Don't spend your money on expensive paint. Once again, WalMart to the rescue! I prefer glossy to
dip but I like to prepare my designs with a smooth white layer first, but you can basecoat/prime with any color you want. A 5 gallon bucket (or something like that to hold the water) – make sure it's one you don't mind getting paint everywhere because it won't come clean afterwards! Water An ink stick or something to move the paint with
the old newspaper (helps if you wrap some sheets on a stick) Rubber gloves Rubber supermarket bags More examples Directions: Step 1: Clean your tumbler. I clean mine with a lint-free cloth and rubbing alcohol to remove any fingerprints, remnants of sticker from packaging labels, etc. Step 2: Using electrical adhesive tape from the top
and bottom edge so you have a clean, straight edge between where your mouth and lid will be so you're not making direct contact with the dipped hydro surface. I record the background just for aesthetics and because if you're like me, that's the part of my tumblers that takes more abuse and will show wear first, so I'd rather not paint the
bottoms at all. Step 3: Wrap the lid in a supermarket bag and twist. Make sure that there are no holes otherwise the paint may enter the cover. Place the remaining part of the bag that is not twisted around the lid inside the cup while you replace the covered bag cover firmly. You may even want to go around the lid and lip of the cup with
more electric tape. This will prevent the ink from getting into the glass. Step 4: Paint the outside of your glass with a base coat. You can use any color. I wear plain white. After your base coat is dry, you're ready to take a dip! Fill your container with water leaving only about 4 or 5 inches of space at the top to apply spray paint. Step 5: Make
sure all your paint cans are well shaken and You will also need your tumbler and the newspaper stick nearby. You will need to work fast on this part because the paint will dry on the water surface quickly. Start spraying the paint on top of the water. Don't get too close or the water will splash creating bubbles under the ink that will to your
glass! Spray about 6-8 inches away. Spray one color at a time in short bursts that will only look like color spots. You will alternate spraying the ink colors one after the other. Continue spraying one paint right after another until the entire top of your water is covered. Step 6: Using your paint stick, gently but quickly give the paint a swirl. You
will notice that the paint has become like a sticky film on top of the water. Be careful not to interrupt it too much – if you let go too much your colors will become cinded and sink to the bottom of the water or form clusters in your glass. Step 7: You are ready to dive!! Put your gloves on! Take your cup (secure the enclosed lid/glued edge and
start submerging in the center of the container.) TIP: Enter an angle by turning the cup as you go, and go SLOW. You're trying not to interrupt the water or paint too much as you dive. Step 8: Once you are fully submerged under the water, take the stick of the rolled newspaper and lift any remaining paint from the surface of the water and
away from your submerged glass. If you do not remove the paint, when you lift the glass more ink will adhere to the cup and this is likely to produce undesirable results. Step 9: Quickly lift the glass of water. Tap the glued bottom of the tumbler on a hard surface to help remove air and water bubbles. Step 10: Place it somewhere safe so it
can dry out! I'd let it dry for at least a day or two. Once dry, you can spray with a clean coat or epoxy it if you want. Glam it with Glitter! If you want to give him the full glitter treatment you will need a few more things. Loctite Spray Adhesive Gorgeous transparent glow - this one will work with any color! Clear Coat Spray Epoxy Resin A Cup
Turner Wet/Dry Sandpaper Ready to Go For It? Once you have allowed your hydro-dipped cup to dry for a few days (because some waters get trapped between layers of paint) you are ready to dazzle your glass. I made this hydro-dip for a rat-loving friend. Ribbon of the upper lip and the bottom of the cup with electric tape. (I rarely
reverse the bottom because if you drop the cup it will break the epoxy.) Take the cup out and spray with a generous uniform layer of Loctite spray adhesive. I wear gloves for this because it's sticky! Apply your translucent glitter on the adhesive you just applied, taking care to get each stitch as well coated as possible. Press the shine on
the cup with gloved hands to help you adhere and place smoother. Spray with light seamer. This prevents epoxy epoxy from performing colored glitters. Place your tumbler on the turner and make sure it is in the foam evenly, securely and safely. Mix your epoxy according to the package instructions. (Always wear nitrite gloves for your
protection, some even use a chemical respirator for vapors.) You will be using about 20-25ml of each part A and B. When you mix your epoxy be careful to use clean stirring sticks for part so you don't cross contaminating your measuring cups. I write an A and a B at the bottom of each of my glasses on Sharpie Pen to help me keep my
epoxy clean. Pour both pieces into a third glass of silicon or disposable and stir gently, but completely for several minutes. Then add a touch of a different color ultra thin brightness. This really gives the finished tumbler a super shiny and polished look. Turn on the cup turner and start applying the epoxy to the spinning cup, draling a little



epoxy and using a gloved finger to spread it from the glued edge to the glued edge. Use a bright light to check for uniform coverage and let the cup rotate for 30-40 min. After 30-40 min. you will carefully remove the tape from the top and bottom edge. You will need new gloves and it's okay to turn off the spinner to remove the tape, but
don't take the cup off the spinner. Be careful not to drop anything or drag against the epoxy still wet. This step requires focus and delicate handling. Turn the cup rotator back on and leave the cure for approximately 8 hours. I let my spin overnight. Now he is ready to take out the spinner and wet sand with 600 grain sandpaper. I record my
top and bottom again so I don't make scratch marks on the lip and bottom. Clean your glass with simple alcohol to take out all the residue and apply your vinyl or stickers to your cup. I love using my Cricut for this purpose! There are so many fun vinyls to choose from that go great with custom tumblers. Now you are ready for the final layer
of epoxy. You will repeat the same steps from above, including remembering to remove the tape after about 30-40 min. Your glass is ready to wash and use your hands. Never put in a dishwasher, just wash your hands. I hope you take the dive literally and do one of these or share this article with someone you know who loves chic
tumblers as much as I do. If you try, I'd love for you to send me pictures! Pictures!
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